I. INTRODUCTION
The linked list is a data structure that is an integral tool to programmers, and is usually straightforward to implement. Adding concurrency adds a necessarily complex solution. The nature of a linked list is that to travel to one node, you must have already visited it's successor, In a sequential program this is normal, but in a concurrent configuration, this will cause contention between threads attempting to access the same node, so threads must be aware of other ongoing operations. (3) Careful design decisions must be made when implementing a lock-free stack to ensure that concurrency benefits are achieved without excessive management overhead . This implementation manages lock-freedom by utilizing helper nodes with a state that indicates in progress operations. Helper functions are critical to ensuring other threads are helped along during list traversals, physically deleting nodes in a linearizable way so that the stack always "looks" correct to each thread at any given time. (4; 5; 6) The paper goes further with the wait-free implementation to provide even stronger progress guarantees, including a fully wait-free enlist that helps other threads that were spawned at an earlier point in time, accomplished with a strictly increasing phase counter. This implementation is an in-progress work located on our team's GitHub project page. (7) II. RELATED WORK This implementation is based on the work by Zhang, Zhao, Yang, Liu, and Spear. (8) A lock-free enlist function, called internally by insert, is the bottleneck in the otherwise fully wait-free implementation. Making enlist wait-free yields a fully wait-free algorithm. This is described within the paper as the 'slow-path/fast-path methodology', where the lock-free version is utilized when contention is low, which yields excellent performance, but when contention is high, the wait-free version is used to provide a higher progress guarantee at the cost of slightly lower throughput. Linearizability is accomplished in this data structure with a single CAS operation on a memory-word sized object.
The paper's inspiration to build upon existing work in the field cites the following recent advancements: Valois developed the first lock-free list to rely upon CAS, and utilized the technique of indicating ongoing operations in nodes. Harris If the key was not in the set, the intermediary is set to DAT and the insertion linearizes here. Updating the intermediate node requires a CAS to allow updating the state in a thread-safe way. A CAS failure kicks off HelpRemove so as to physically prune the newly deleted node. When removing a node, a REM intermediary node is stored at the head and HelpRemove is called to traverse the list and determine if the value is present. The intermediary node is set to INV to logically remove it from the list, lazily delaying the physical removal. Contains is a read-only function and will skip over any INV nodes while traversing, immediately return false if a REM node with a matching key is found, and return true only if the value found is an INS or DAT node.
HelpRemove and HelpInsert do the heavy lifting to coordinate concurrent access to this data structure. Both take logically deleted nodes and perform the actual physical removal. Key to the algorithm's success is that nodes must be added at the head, allowing each helper operation to complete a list traversal without running into any high contention areas which may delay progress.
Lock freedom means that at least one operation completes in a finite number of steps, with no guarantees made toward other threads progressing. (9) The helper functions are both lock-free due to the fact that they will always terminate in O(len) time. This is because the list cannot form a cycle: each time a new node is added in, it is either a brand new node or the pred, curr ordering is maintained preventing a cycle from forming. CAS operations that fail turn the node's state into DAT or INV, preventing any further processing of this node. Enlist is lock-free since it is only called once by both Insert and Remove, and can only fail a maximum of n-1 times for n threaded instances. In other words, at least one CAS operation will always succeed, guaranteeing progress. Further, a CAS failure by Enlist means it has already succeeded elsewhere. (10) Loosely, each call to Insert or Remove will reach linearizability when the CAS operation is successful. Contains' linearizability point depends upon whether the element being searched for is located in the set with a valid mark. In both these cases, linearizability happens on line 16. If, however, Contains returns false, the linearizability point will happen after a different Remove call hits it's linearizability point on line 16, but before the Contains returns.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Original prototyping was performed in C++17, but Java SE 12 was chosen for the final implementation. This done was for a multitude of reasons, including using Java's garbage collection to avoid the ABA problem, the paper's reference to AtomicFieldUpdaters, and ease of use of software transactional memory tools. (11) Pseudocode provided by the Zhang, et al. paper is succinct and correct, with only minor adjustments needed, depending on the implementation. The Java implementation utilizes AtomicFieldUpdaters to avoid the overhead caused by performing compare and set operations on atomic references.
Originally, a state class was implemented, but later implementations saw a switch to AtomicInteger, which was included in the final benchmarking tests. A shift away from AtomicIntegers to AtomicFieldUpdaters yields the best performing version of the data structure, with the underlying data representation now held by the Integer class for the purposes of the field updaters. A further optimization could be to use the Character wrapper class to represent this information, since only 4 unique states exists, which can easily fit inside of an 8-bit byte. Wrapper classes are required to hold this information due to the constraints of the field updaters. In order to test the different versions of the List, a test driver was implemented. The driver is given the number of threads to run, the range of inputs allowed, the percentage of calls which are contains (the remaining percentage are evenly split between insert and remove), and lastly the number of instructions. Each thread is passed pre generated random data for both the keys and operations it will use. The total number of instructions to Due to all of the threads being given both random data, and the same number of instructions, some threads will complete their set of instructions earlier than others; However, due to all of the threads averaging out their times after they all complete, any inaccuracy that would result from threads either taking too long, or completing abnormally quickly will be minimized through both the number of threads and a high instruction count.
Each of the 9 graphs display a thread count of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 , and 64 threads, with varying levels of lookup percentages, with the remaining operations split evenly between insert and remove method calls. Key size was also restrained in tests, and a uniform 5 million operations were performed for each test.
The benchmark testing performed 63 individual tests, which each did averages to prevent statistical aberrations from skewing the test results. The below times show how long it took for each version of the program to complete the 63 benchmarks, which correspond to 320 million total operations. Specific testing methodology is discussed in the sections ahead.
Time to complete 320M ops: STM (both): 584 seconds LF (field updaters): 219 seconds LF (atomic state): 334 seconds Here we can see that the atomic field updaters provided a 34% performance over using Atomic integers to directly CAS the state. The software transactional versions of the data structure, each with varying transaction sizes, both performed all tests in the same amount of time, performing 63% slower than the optimal version with field updaters. This is a slight performance hit, but not the extensive hit that a more intricate or less optimally designed data structure would suffer under software transactional memory.
VI. CONCURRENT DATA STRUCTURE For this project, two different versions of the lock free list were implemented. The first utilizes AtomicReferences, and AtomicIntegers; While the second implementation utilizes AtomicFieldUpdaters. The first implementation of the lock free version utilizes an AtomicReference to the head, and an AtomicInteger as the state. The main advantage of this version is that it allows for an extremely simple and intuitive implementation in Java while still providing comparable results to the field updater version. Because the Atomic version is so simple to implement, it allows users to more easily expand the same ideas to other data structures like stacks, or hash maps.
The field updater version is slightly more complicated, as at any point wherever the user would normally perform a CAS on the state, the field updater is utilized. In this version, there is no longer any need for the state to be atomic, and now only needs to be marked as volatile. This raises performance as now there is no need to acquire the state as an atomic before changing it. Both of these versions have the same linearization points and progress guarantees. However, the field updater version is significantly more efficient and performed far better in the benchmarks than the atomic version.
VII. SOFTWARE TRANSACTIONAL DATA STRUCTURE DeuceSTM 1.2 was used to analyze the software transactional performance of this data structure. Deuce was primarily developed by Guy Korland (13) and runs as a Java agent, performing real time instrumentation of the application bytecode. Version 1.2 of the package was chosen over 1.3 as it appeared more stable with fewer faults.
Methods are indicated as transactional by including an @Atomic flag at the top of the method as a javadoc, with the transaction being able to be re-initiated or aborted through the mechanism of throwing an exception. This is a very useful approach, since catching the exception allows us to re-initiate fields and prepare for a retry of the transaction. This allows only the most critical code to be wrapped in atomic helper methods, indicated in our STM codebase by methodnameDoAtomic().
Performance for the STM data structure is lower than the concurrent version, but surprisingly op-timizing the transaction size to be as small as possible does not yield an increase in the efficiency of the data structure. (14; 15; 16) Optimizing the STM version involved only putting key portions of code within synchronization blocks, and moving reinitialization code into the catch block so that the transaction is instantly ready to go when it retries.
However, due to the straightforward nature of this data structure, these minor tweaks appeared to not make any difference during benchmarking, as each version finished in the same amount of time. This is likely due to built in efficiencies within Java and the data structure itself, where the code did not really lend itself to large, inefficient transactional blocks. Most code, derived from the paper's pseudocode, is located within tight loops that do not perform extra actions or unnecessary, unoptimized CAS operations. Each function within the program executes its Atomic counterpart for only the absolute smallest window necessary, due to the well planned out design by the authors. (8) VIII. CODE Both the code for this reimplementation and the graphs for the compared benchmarking, each version with varied inputs can be found at: https://github.com/mmph87/Practical-Nonblocking-Unordered-Lists (7) 
